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Weconjecturethat the thoughtprocesses used to solve dominantstrategygames and mixed
strategy games are quite distinct. Two-persongames with dominant strategies can be
treated as simple decision problems that involve no assessment of one's partner By
contrast, two-person games with mixed strategies require that one think about one's
partner Wemeasure differences in electroencephalogram(EEG) activity while a human
subject is playing two-persongames. Wetime-lockthe EEG to a commonevent and use the
average across many trials and subjects to find an Event Related Potential (ERP) associated with the common event. The ERP is the brain's response to events-in this case our
differentgames. Ourfindingslend modestsupportforthe idea thatsubjectsrespondto types
of games differently.
KEY WORDS: Event-Related Potential, Strategic Behavior, Behavioral Game Theory,
Methodology

Recent work in experimentaleconomics has posed a challenge to traditional
views about game theory. While this has not led to a crisis, the findings have
spurredtheorists and experimentaliststo think hard about how to accommodate
persistent deviations from normal assumptions about behavior. Ostrom (1998)
has pleaded with theorists to account for cognitive constraints on individuals
and to incorporatesuch limitationsinto models. Economistslike Rabin(1998) and
Camerer(2003) have arguedfor "behavioralgame theory"in which routine (and
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consistent) behaviorsare incorporatedinto game theoreticmodels. In some ways
this can be seen as formal theory rediscoveringpsychology.
The intent of this research is to take seriously the call for behaviorally
informed game theoretic models. We design an experimentto try to peek inside
the "blackbox" of human decision making. We do not offer new game theoretic
models. Instead,we examine simple game theoretictasks and measurea subject's
electrical brain activity while making decisions. Our question is whether physiological measurementcan help us understandthe underlyingdecision processes of
humans in structuredsettings.
Motivation
Game theoryrelies very little on assessing the motives of others.Gametheory
merely requires that an individual look internally and decide the best response
against what might be played. For example, suppose a rational individual is
deciding how to play the game in normal form representedin Figure 1. That
individualchooses row,while the second playerchooses column.In thinkingabout
the game, the row playerconsidershow to play as a column playerand then thinks
abouthow to best respond,as a row player,to differentcolumnplays. In this game
the row player has a dominantstrategyto play the top row. Knowing this, the row
playerunderstandsthatthe column player will respondby playing right.Thejoint
combination of top row, right column is in equilibrium.In order to solve this
particulargame, the row player only had to look inwardlyand ask what to do in
such a circumstance.The otherplayer was hardlynecessaryin orderto determine
the appropriatestrategy.
While game theoretic strategies seem reasonable, there is a great deal of
evidence pointing to anomalies in practice.In particularHolt and Goeree (2001)
review standardcategories of games and find consistent violations of standard
expectations.It is doubtfulthatthe anomalousbehavioris merely a functionof the
experimentaldesign. Instead it seems to reside in the ways in which subjects
conceive the problem. These findings by Holt and Goeree (2001) are consistent
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Figure 1. Simple Two-personGame in Normal Form.
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with a good deal of literaturein experimentaleconomics over the past decade. For
example, Eckel and Grossman(1996) suggest altruisticpreferenceson the partof
subjectswho can give some of theirown earningsto othersin the "dictator"game.
In the "trust"game Eckel and Wilson (2005) detail the ways in which the counterpart'sattractivenessmakes a differencein trustingand trustworthiness.In both
cases the puzzling result is why subjects pay any attentionto their partner.
A numberof models have been offered to explain "otherregarding"preferences. Rabin (1993) proposed a "fairness"parameterin a utility function that
allows individuals to account for differences in their partner's intention and
respondaccordingly.This has given rise to models that detail additionalattributes
of an individual'sutility functionthatallows for considerationsof the partner.Fehr
and Schmidt (1999) point to equity as a primaryconsideration,arguingthat what
a partnergains is crucialwhen thinkingaboutallocationproblems(see also Bolton
& Ockenfels, 2000). Smith (1998) takes a differenttack, arguingthat individuals
try to forecast the behaviorof othersby readingtheir intentions.He contendsthat
thereis an evolutionaryadvantageto observinganother'sintention,especially if it
leads to mutually beneficial cooperation.Finally, Sally (2001) offers a model of
sympathythat drawson the moralphilosophyof Adam Smith [a similarview was
expressedby Frank(1988)]. In this model individualshave to put themselves into
the shoes of their partnerin order to understandtheir partner'smotivation and
strategy.
An imaginativeexperimentby McCabe, Houser, Ryan, Smith, and Trouard
(2001) uses fMRI (functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging) to look at subject
brainactivity when pairedwith either anotherhumanor a computer.Looking at a
sequential game, with the "imaged"subject in both the first and second mover
position, they find significant differences in levels of brain activation in the
prefrontalcortex when subjects are pairedwith anotherindividualor pairedwith
a computer.However, these findings only hold true for subjects who attempta
cooperativemove in the sequentialgame. For subjects who can be labeled noncooperative, there are no such differences. McCabe et al. (2001) speculate that
this offers evidence that subjects,who are trying to play non-Nash strategies,pay
attentionto their counterparts.
Our sense from this work is that people pay a great deal of attentionto their
counterpartsin simple games of exchange and negotiation.However,they do so in
ways thatare differentthan suggestedby game theorists.Underthe standardgame
theoreticmodel subjectsonly have to look internallyandbest respondto whatthey
would play if playing themselves. Ourclaim, instead,is thatpeople arevery aware
of their counterpartwhen choosing a strategy.They try to "read"that counterpart
so as to drawan inference aboutan appropriatestrategyand that strategymay not
always lead to a Nash equilibrium.Instead,subjectsmay take a chance that their
partnerwill deviate from best response.
It is impossible to "read"another's mind and determine their underlying
motive or intention.However,it is possible to "read"the by-productof thoughtby
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picking up electrical activity in the brain.We move to a discussion of this technique and its implicationsfor understandingstrategicbehavior.
Research Design
This research uses a design that is unfamiliarto most political scientists.
While the task for the subject is standard,the measurementinstrumentis not. In
the experimenta subjectmakes a series of decisions, either against nature(in the
form of rolling a die) or against anotherperson. The matrixof payoffs resembles
a game in normal form. Subjects are paid for the decisions they make. While
making decisions the subject's brain activity is recorded using a 128-channel
device thatpicks up electroencephalogram(EEG) data from the subject. Subjects
make a largenumberof decisions across five distinctmanipulations.Ourprincipal
concern is with measuringdifferences in frontal lobe activity subsequentto the
visual stimulus and prior to the key press indicating the subject's choice. A bit
differentfrom many studies of Event Related Potentials(ERP), we are less interested in analyzing differences in brain activity following a stimulus and more
interestedin capturingdifferences in the decision process prior to a choice. Our
"events" then are calculated backward from the action taken by a subject (a
response) ratherthan forwardfrom a stimulus.This section is split into five parts:
first,it introducesthe equipmentmeasuringthe subject'sEEG;second, it discusses
subject characteristicsand recruitment;third,it details the manipulations;fourth,
it outlines the procedureused in the experiment;finally,it details the hypotheses.
Apparatus
Brainactivityfor subjectswas acquiredwith a high density arrayof electrodes
worn by a subject. Electroencephalogram(EEG) data were acquiredwith a 128channel Electrical Geodesics system consisting of Geodesic Sensor Net electrodes, Netamps,and Netstationsoftware(ElectricalGeodesics Inc., Eugene, OR)
runningon a Macintosh266 MHz. PPC class computer(Apple Computer,Cupertino, CA). EEG data were acquired continuously referenced to the vertex with
.1-100 Hz. analog filteringand digitized at 250 Hz. The Geodesic Sensor Net is a
lightweight elastic thread structurecontaining plastic pedestals. Each pedestal
contains a silver/silver chloride electrode housed in a synthetic sponge. The
sponges are soaked in a saline solution to renderthem conductive.Applicationof
all 128 channels takes approximately15 minutes.
The electroencephalogram(EEG) is the scalp-recordedelectricalactivity due
to excitatoryand inhibitorypost-synapticpotentialsin the dendriticarborizations
summedacross largepopulationsof neuronsin laminar(cortical)tissue. In general
higher frequency,lower amplitudeEEG is associatedwith more neuralactivity or
arousal.Most of the scalp-recordedEEG reflects"background"neuralactivity,not
associated with specific cognitive processes. The brain activity associated with
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specific mental operationsis very small comparedto the backgroundEEG and
must be enhanced, usually by signal averaging. If the same event is repeated
multiple times in the same condition and multiple segments of the EEG are
time-lockedto that event, those segments of EEG can be averagedtogether.Since
the backgroundEEG is randomwith respect to the event, it converges to zero as
the number of segments increases, leaving the brain's electrical response to the
event, the Event-RelatedPotentialor ERP(electricalpotentialreflectsthe potential
for currentto flow between two points).
ERPs are typically digitally sampledat between 250 and 1,000 Hz, providing
a theoreticaltemporalresolutionof 1-4 ms, althoughrealistically,individualERP
componentstake tens or hundredsof milliseconds to resolve. Never the less, the
temporalresolutionof the ERP is in the millisecond range, the temporalscale of
mental operations.In contrast,the spatial resolution of ERPs is relatively poor,
with a limit somewherein the centimeterrange.While the adventof dense-sensor
arrayrecording(roughly64 electrodesor more) has improvedthe spatialresolving
power of ERPs, locating the neural sources of ERP signals remains ambiguous.
The head is a volume conductor of electrical signals. EEG recording electrodes are located on a surface of that volume. Estimatingthe number,location,
strength, and orientation of sources of a signal from recordings made on the
surface of a volume conductor of that signal is what is known as an inverse
problem. Inverse problems, as a class (including acoustic and thermal inverse
problems, as well as electrical), are ill-posed, i.e., they do not have a unique
solution. Thus any source-localizationof an ERP signal will have a resolution,at
best, in the centimeterrange and will have an inherentambiguity.1
In contrast, hemodynamic methods, e.g., positron emission tomography
(PET) and functionmagneticresonanceimaging (fMRI), have a spatialresolution
in the millimeter range and are a true volumetric measurement,i.e., there is no
inverse problem and thus no ambiguity about the collection of signal sources.
However,hemodynamicmeasuresare an indirectindex of neuralactivity;they do
not reflect the action of neurons,but ratherthe delivery of blood-bornemetabolic
fuel for those neurons. The temporal resolution of hemodynamic methods is
limited by the time-courseof the hemodynamicresponse, which is roughly 6-12
seconds, and the speed of the recordingtechnology. In this design we opt for the
coarser,but faster,EEG data.
The EEG data used here were segmented off-line into epochs spanning
1,200 ms pre- to 240 ms post-response.Data were digitally screened for artifact
(eye blinks or movements, subjectmovement,or transientelectronic artifact)and
contaminatedtrialswere eliminated.Remainingdatawere sortedby conditionand
averagedto create the ERPs. AveragedERP data were digitally filteredat 20 Hz.
For a general discussion of EEG biophysics see Nunez and Srinvasan(2005); for ERP methods see
Handy(2004); and for reviews of ERPs in cognitive researchsee Rugg andColes (1997) andZani and
Proverbio(2002).
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lowpass to remove residualhigh-frequencynoise, baseline correctedover the first
200 ms of the epoch, and rereferencedinto an averagereferenceframe to remove
topographicbias due to choice of referencesite. The subject-averagedERPs were
averagedtogether to produce the mean waveforms across subjects, the grandaverage waveforms. Statistical analyses were performed on the subject-averaged
ERPs with the subject averagesbeing the observations.The waveformand topographicplots and the dipole analyses were performedon the grandaveragedata.
In all experimentssubjects were seated in an adjustablechair with their chin
in a chinrest.The chinrestwas placed so that subjects' eyes were 50 cm. from the
center of the flat-panelscreen. The chair was adjustedfor comfort. Subjectswere
instructedto remain as still as possible, with their eyes on the fixation mark,
throughoutthe block. Subjectswere requestedto refrainfrom blinkingas much as
possible while the stimuli were appearing.Breaks were provided after every 60
trials (approximatelyevery five minutes) so that subjects could rest.
Subjects
A total of 13 subjectswere recruitedfor the experiment.Four of the subjects
participatedas "row"playersin the experiment,made theirchoices in private,and
were never introducedto the other subjects. The remaining nine subjects were
"column"players, and they were fitted with the equipmentdescribed above. All
subjects were recruitedfrom the studentbody at Rice University using an email
invitationto a subjectpool developedby the first author.Recordingsfrom subject
7 were anomalous and were excluded from this analysis. Given the remaining
eight subjects,five were male and three were female. Subjectswere coded for left
or right handedness(including a probe for whether their most proximatefamily
memberswere left handed).All subjects were underthe age of 25.
Subjects were informed that they would be paid for their participation,and
they were told their earningswould depend on the decisions made by themselves
and their counterpart.Subjects were told that they could earn as little as $14 (the
$10 show-up fee, plus $1 earned in each of the trial blocks) or as much as $90.
Subjects were also told that the experimentcould last as long as two hours. The
longest experiment, from entering the door to leaving, lasted one hour and 45
minutes.Most subjectswere done within90 minutes.Subjectsearnedbetween $46
and $72.
Manipulations
The primarytask for subjectsinvolves a visual displayfollowed by a key press
in which the subject indicates the choice of a column from a matrixof numbers.
Subjects were given five different manipulations and these are displayed on
Table 1. The first manipulationwas a decision problem with certainty.Subjects
were presentedthe stimulusgiven in Figure 2. The figurehas four small boxes in
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Table 1. Listing of Manipulations(Numberof Trials per Subject in Parentheses)

CertainOutcome
ProbabilisticOutcome
UncertainOutcome

No Counterpart

StrategicallyIrrelevant
Counterpart

A (120)
B (120)
C (60)

D (60)

StrategicallyRelevant
Counterpart

E (60)

0

Figure 2. Sample Screen for ManipulationA.

blue with each box displayinga dollarvalue. Thereare also four small black boxes
with no numbers.Surroundingthese objects are four boxes, and each column of
boxes is containedin an additionalbox. At the bottom of the two columns are left
and rightarrowsin red. The subject's choice was between the left or rightcolumn.
One additionalpiece of informationwas embeddedin the stimulus. Between the
column boxes, defining a row, are circles. Subjects were told that these circles
indicatedthe probabilitythat one row or anotherwould be chosen. A completely
filled circle meantthat the row would be chosen with certainty.In manipulationA
one column always had a larger value than the other column, the numbers in a
column were always the same for the top or bottom cell, and one row was always
selected with certainty.This task was a simple decision problemwhere the subject
chose between a smaller and a largeramountof money. In this manipulationthe
column with the largest value was randomizedbetween left and right, as was the
row with the probabilityof being selected with certainty.
ManipulationB was similarto Figure 2 with two exceptions. First,therewere
differentnumbersin the top and bottom rows of each column. This meant that a
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Figure 3. Sample Screen ManipulationD.

subject could not easily scan between columns and make a simple choice about
which column had the largestvalue. Underthis manipulationthe two largestvalues
were on a diagonaland the two smallestvalues were on the opposite diagonal.The
largestvalue was randomizedacross all cells. The second exception is that several
differentprobabilitieswere used. Subjects observed a probabilityfor the top row
of either .75, .50, or .25 (and the complementof thatfor the bottomrow). Subjects
were given the probabilityfor each row by a partiallyfilled-in pie.
ManipulationC presenteda visual stimulussimilarto thatin ManipulationB.
Again the two highest values are on a diagonal and the smallest values are on the
opposite diagonal. Under this manipulationsubjects are told that there is a probability attachedto each row. However,they are given two empty circles. This is a
decision problemunderuncertainty.Subjectsare informedthatthe trueprobability
is hidden and will only be revealed at the end of the experiment.
ManipulationD resembles ManipulationA in that there is an obvious column
choice on the partof the subject.The differenceis thata counterpartis addedto the
experimentand the second subject's payoffs are included on the visual stimulus.
The screen for ManipulationD looks similarto that presentedin Figure 3. Notice
that the counterpart'spayoffs are now in the lower right and not shaded. The
probability circles are retained, but are left empty to reflect the fact that it is
uncertainhow the counterpartwill decide to play-whether to choose either the
top or the bottom row. ManipulationD only involves games with a dominant
strategyon the partof the column player.Consequentlythe column player has an
equilibriumstrategy.Again, row and column positions were randomly assigned
consistent with preservingdominance in the game.
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Finally,ManipulationE looks just like ManipulationD. The only differenceis
thatthere is no pure strategyequilibrium.Insteadall games have a unique mixedstrategy equilibrium, albeit one that is difficult for a subject, under time constraints, to calculate. Moreover, subjects know that they are playing against
anotherhuman.
Ourprimaryconcernwith these manipulationsis to sortbetween the presence
and absenceof a counterpartin the play of a game. Obviously,manipulationsA, B,
and C differ from D and E in that subjects, in the former, play only against
themselves or againstnature.In the lattermanipulations,a counterpartis involved
in making decisions. These manipulationsalso allow us to make other comparisons. It may be that what we observe is simply a function of task complexity.
ManipulationsA and D involve almost no calculationby the subject-the dominance relationsare obvious-so these tasks shouldlook similarif thereis no effect
due to the presence of a counterpart.As well, manipulationsB, C, and E involve
complicateddecisions with equilibriumthat are difficult to calculate (and impossible to do with manipulationC because no informationis revealed concerning
Nature's move). The cognitive demands are much higher, irrespective of the
presence of a human counterpart.
Subjectsparticipatedin four blocks of decisions. The firstblock contained60
distinct decisions that only included ManipulationA problems.The second block
contained 120 decisions, 60 of which were from ManipulationA and 60 of which
were from ManipulationB. The orderof presentationwas randomizedboth within
and between the manipulations.The thirdblock contained 120 decisions with 60
drawnfrom ManipulationsB and C. Again the orderof presentationwas randomized. The final block also had 120 decisions, with 60 from ManipulationD and 60
from ManipulationE. Again, the orderof presentationwas randomized.

Procedure
Subjects enteredthe laboratoryand were seated in a chair.They were read a
standardintroductionand at that point met a second individual who was introduced as the otherparticipantin the experiment.The first subjectwas told thatthe
otherparticipant(a confederate)would make choices at a computerin an adjacent
room. In one block of decisions both individuals would make choices over the
same decision tables, and they would be jointly paid for an outcome randomly
selected by the first participant.
With the preliminariesout of the way the first subject read and signed a
consent form. The subject was shown the equipmentthat would be used and any
questions were answered.Two laboratoryassistants took cranial measurements,
selected a propersized EEG net, markedthe subject's scalp with a grease pencil,
and then fitted the device. The EEG net was first soaked in a concentratedsaline
solution and then fittedover the subject'shead.The subjectwas then led to a room
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equipped with a flat-panelmonitor and an amplifierthat conductedthe electrical
signals to a computer.
While the electrical readings were being set and the recordingprogramwas
being started,the subject read through a self-paced booklet of instructionsconcerning how to make decisions. This instruction set is available from the first
authoron request.Once the subjectcompletedthe instructions,including answering questions probing understandingof the experiment,all last-minutequestions
were answered.When the subjectwas readyto begin the experimenterremainedin
the room andreadinstructionsconcerningeach block of decisions. Following each
block the subjectwas instructedto drawa pokerchip to determinethe decision for
which the subject would be paid.
Subjects made a total of 420 distinct decisions. As noted above, these decisions were made in four blocks. In the first block, a total of 60 decisions were
made. In each of the three subsequentblocks subjects made 120 decisions. Subjects were given an opportunityto rest following each group of 60 decisions. For
each decision a subjectwas given 7 seconds in which to make a choice. If a subject
failed to make a choice within the allotted time the computermoved to the next
decision. If a subject happenedto draw a poker chip in which no decision was
made anotherdraw was made. Subjects failed to respond in only 27 of the 3220
decisions (with almosthalf of those failuresin ManipulationE and anotherquarter
in ManipulationD). The first player always made a choice between a left and a
right column. All of the decisions used the same visual matrix.A subject viewed
the stimulusand then respondedby pressing a left key or a rightkey on a separate
four-keykeypad.While making decisions subjectswere cautionedto remain still
and not to blink while the game matrixwas on the screen.
The second participantin the experiment,a male, was a confederate.Instead
of participating,that individual listened to a set of instructions,which the first
subject could overhear.Once the first subject was fitted with the equipmentand
takento the second room, the confederatewas dismissed. Ordinarilya confederate
is not used in these kind of experiments. However, in this case we decided to
control for all possible stimuli and reasonedthatusing a confederatewas justified
because the two subjects could not be in the EEG room at the same time. The
decisions that involved a counterpartwere in fact made by a second player.Prior
to conducting the experiment,four subjects were recruited,asked to play as the
row player in all games, their choices were recorded,and they were paid at the
conclusion of the experiment.Duringthe experimentthe participantwith the EEG
net was randomlypairedwith one of these four subjects.In this sense the decisions
by the firstplayer were always pairedwith the actions of a second playerwho was
also paid for decisions.
At the conclusion of each block a poker chip was drawn to determinethe
payment for that block of decisions. Again, the subject was only paid for one
decision in the block. Such a form of motivatinga subject-giving largepayments
for each decision, but paying for only a single, randomlydrawn,decision-works
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(see Cameron, 1999). At the end of the experimentthe earnings for the subject
were totaled,subjectswere shown the table of values to remindthem of the payoffs
and shown their actions.
Hypotheses
We have two measures of different aspects of the decision process: the
response times, and the electrical activity of the left and rightprefrontalcortex. If
we find that both measures match for two treatments,then we cannot reject the
hypothesis that the cognitive processes underlying decision making in the two
treatmentsare the same. Here we assume that the level of uncertaintyassociated
with a decision problem (certain,probabilistic,and uncertain)capturesthe complexity of the task and would not, of course, expect response times and prefrontal
activity to be the same for decisions of different complexity. We make explicit
"null"hypotheses for no-differencebetween treatmentswith and without a counterpart,controllingfor task complexity.
HI: Response times will be the same for simple decision problems (A)
and simple strategic problems (in which the counterpart'sactions are
irrelevantfor a player's best response-D).
H2: Response times will be the same for simple decision problemswith
uncertainoutcomes (C) and outcomes that are uncertainbecause they
depend on an uncertainchoice of the other player (E).
H3: Activity in the prefrontalcortex for decisions involving a counterpart(D and E) will be the same as those thatdo not involve a counterpart
(A, B, and C), controllingfor task complexity.
Most of the discussion takes place with respect to a period of cognition
extending from 800 to 500 milliseconds prior to the press of the key. This is a
period in which individualscomplete their choice and prior to beginning motor
control functions.
Analysis
The analysis is brokeninto three parts.The first part examines the response
times of subjects. The second part looks at overall patternsof electrical activity
across treatments.The final partfocuses on specific recordingregions within very
distinct time intervals.
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Figure 4. Response Times by Treatment.

Response Times
The firstcut on the analysis deals with the reactiontimes for subjects.Partof
our conjectureinvolves an idea that there is a differencein the cognitive capacity
necessaryto carryout the differentdecision problems.Response times allow us to
get a rough measureof how long subjectstook while making decisions and allow
us to determineif the task is tackling partof what we intended.
Figure4 presentsbox and whiskersplots for each of the treatments.It is quite
clear from the figure that the fastest times in making a decision are for the
ManipulationA trials. These involve a simple choice between columns, with no
otherinformation.Both treatment1 and 2 involve ManipulationA decisions. Even
though they are in differentblocks, it is useful to note that subjectstake the same
response time in both instances (t= 1.76, df= 918, p = .08). This is so, even

though in Block 2 subjects have to recognize the difference between certainand
probabilisticdecisions. A similar phenomenonoccurs when comparingdecisions
with risk.The responsetimes for manipulationB decisions are similareven though
they are randomized with other types of decisions across blocks (t= 1.05,
df = 918, p = .30). All in all this gives us confidence that our treatmentshold up
independentlydespite being paired with other types of decisions.
Hypothesis 1 holds thatequivalenttypes of decisions oughtto reflectthe same
response time. However,it is clear from "eye-balling"the data that this does not
hold up (t = 22.13, df= 918, p < .001). We reject the hypothesis that response
times are the same for manipulationsA and D. Despite the strategicallyequivalent
natureof these decision problems, subjects take longer to determine,in the presence of a counterpart,that they should simply choose the higher numbers.This
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could be due to theirthinkingaboutthe counterpart,but may of course resultfrom
differencesin the complexity of the task that are not accountedfor by the level of
uncertainty.Consequently,we cannot take this for unequivocalevidence that the
counterpartis the source of the difference.
We also reject the second hypothesis that response times are the same for
treatmentsC and E (t = 11.90, df = 918, p < .001). Again, these are strategically
similar choices, because for both the subject is uncertainwhetherthe row player
will choose up or down. In the unlikely event that the subject could calculate the
mixed strategyof her opponent,then the strategicstructureof E mirrorsB rather
than C. However, the response times for B and C are quite similar, and both are
different from E. In a simple ANOVA on response times across these three
treatments(and controlling for order effects) there is a difference (F(2)=88.98,
p < .001). However, a post hoc test of manipulationsB and C indicates that
we cannot reject the null hypotheses that the response times are the same
(F(1,1376)= 2.30, p = .13).
Global Patterns
The primaryconcern in this analysis is to capture aspects of the decision
process in the presence or absence of a humancounterpart.Our approachis a bit
different from standardpractices in ERP studies that look at signals subsequent
to the introductionof a stimulus. We are concerned with events prior to an
action. However, none of the actions are of equal length (something that
Figure4 makes clear). We look backward from the key press. On average,
humans take 500-600 milliseconds to execute an executive motor control function. As a consequence we focus on events happeningjust prior to the subject
startinga finger press. We assume that the decision is made just priorto starting
the finger press. This means looking at events rangingfrom 500 to 800 ms. prior
to the recorded key press.
Figure 5 isolates EEG data collected for four selected channels, averaged
across all subjects. The time intervalextends from 1,200 ms priorto and 240 ms
after the key press. We use these channels to benchmarkour findings with those
common in other ERP studies. These channels cover the primarymotor cortex
anteriorto the central sulcus. Motor control recordings exhibit a characteristic
patternin which the signal goes slowly negativefollowed by a sharpspike upwards
around 150 ms following the key press. On the figures the vertical line indicates
the key press. Each channel shows a characteristicpatternof a slightly declining,
relatively smooth, decrease in dischargeat around600 ms, with a fully negative
discharge at 50 ms. and then a spiking upward at 200 ms. This result gives us
considerableconfidence that the EEG recordingswere made in a propermanner.
We see the same patternsin all of the other treatments.
If we focus on channels specific to the prefrontalcortex we find patterns
similarto those reportedin otherERPstudies.These channelsare selected because
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Figure 5. Motor Response-Selected Channels.

executive brainfunctionrelatedto decision makinghas long been associatedwith
the prefrontalcortex (see Pribram& Luria, 1973; Stuss & Knight, 2002). The
criticalquestionis whetherthe patternsappearingin these datapoint to consistent
differences between the two manipulationswith humaninteraction.
Local Patterns
To test whetherthere are differences between simple decision problems and
strategicproblems,we focus on clustersof channelsover the prefrontalcortex and
examinedthe waveformsfrom these channels for differencesbetween treatments.
Because we expect the key differences to occur prior to activating the motor
functions (a key press), we focused on a time slice that ranged from 800 ms to
500 ms before the recordedkey press.Averagesfor each subjectfirstarecalculated
for all decisions within each treatmentand block. Those averages are then normalized (with a mean of 0 and standarddeviationof 1) for each subjectacross all
treatments.This is to take into account individual differences (which were considerable). Normalized scores, then, are used in all subsequentanalysis and all
subjects are pooled. We take a long enough time slice so as to capturethe final
decision prior to motor control functions taking over. Once we have the data
structuredin a useable manner,we then find the average value across the two
prefrontalcortex channel clusters noted above (keeping trackof the right and left
hemisphere).Averages and standarddeviations are included in Table2.
Hypothesis 3 suggests that there should be no differencebetween Manipulation A and D. Using a t-test we can reject that hypothesis (t = 6.30, df = 1,798,
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of PrefrontalCortex Channel
ClustersBroken Out by Manipulationand Hemisphere500-800 ms. from Keypress (All Data Have Been Normalizedto
Each Subject)
Left Hemisphere
Manipulation

Average
StandardDeviation
N

A

B

C

D

E

.011
.868
1,200

-.317
.782
1,200

-.289
.564
600

-.265
.894
600

.488
.739
600

A

B

C

D

E

.237
.904
1,200

-.318
.633
1,200

-.156
.702
600

-.267
.656
600

.454
.555
600

Right Hemisphere
Manipulation

Average
StandardDeviation
N

p < .001 for the left, prefrontalcortex and t = 12.13, df= 1,798, p < .001 for the
right, prefrontal cortex). However, as Figure 6 shows, the differences are not
enormous. Figure 6 is a box and whiskers plot of the distributionof averaged
values over the period 500-800 milliseconds prior to the key press. All five
manipulationsareplottedon the figure,with the left and righthemispheresplotted
separately.In this figure ManipulationA, with the simplest decision task, has
higher positive values than decisions underManipulationD which is the simpler
of the two games of strategicchoice. The fact thatManipulationD is morenegative
implies pre-frontalcortex activityin an areaimplicatedin social control.However,
as can be seen from the figure,the differencesbetween ManipulationA and D are
smaller than some of the others.
Hypothesis 3 also suggests that there should be no differencebetween treatments B, C, and E. A simple ANOVA allows us to reject that hypothesis
(F = 273.39, df= 2, p < .001 for the left hemisphere and F = 303.48, df= 2,
p < .001 for the right hemisphere). However, using a Bonferroni test over all
pairwise comparisons, we do not find that all three manipulationssignificantly
differ from one another.ManipulationsB and C are quite similar. There is no
differencebetween them for the left hemisphere(t = -.78, df = 1,798, p = .43) but
there is a difference in the right hemisphere(t = -4.95, df = 1,798, p < .001). By
comparison both the left and right hemisphere values for the prefrontalcortex
channels are significantlydifferentbetween manipulationsB and E and C and E.
The t-statistics range between -16 and -25 for the left and right hemispheres.
These differencescan be seen from the box and whiskersplots on Figure 6. Here
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the differencesbetween the distributionsare much more pronouncedthanbetween
manipulationsA and D.
Finally, Hypothesis 3 predicts that there will be no difference between
manipulations D and E if subjects pay attention to their counterparts.This
hypothesis can be rejected (t=-15.91, df= 1,198, p < .001 for the left hemisphere and t =-20.55, df= 1,198, p < .001 for the right hemisphere). These
differences are ratherdramaticand can be seen in the box and whiskers plots
shown on Figure 6. The difficulty with calculating a mixed strategyin manipulation E may explain those differences. Subjects may simply be guessing a
response, ratherthan accountingfor their counterpart-hence the high positivity
for manipulationE.

Discussion
The pattern of data is consistent with our conjectures about the role of a
counterpart.First, we find thatthereare differencesbetween the simplest decision
problemand the simplest strategicproblem.In both instancesmanipulationsA and
D are simple dominance solvable games. The solution for manipulationA is
triviallyeasy, while the solutionfor manipulationD is a bit more difficult,but only
because of the extravalues on the screen.We find a largedifferencein the response
time by subjects across these two manipulations.In part this is because subjects
have to spendtheirtime deciding whattype of strategicgame they face when in the
fourthblock of decisions and see both manipulationD and E decisions. What is
interestingaboutthese datais thatin the intervalfrom 500 to 800 milliseconds out
from the keypress, the easier decision (A) has greaterpositivity than the more
difficultdecision (D). Standardparametrictests indicate thatthese two treatments
are different and the direction of those differences is consistent with what we
might expect if subjects are paying attentionto a counterpart.
Second, we hypothesized that manipulationsC and E would be similar,but
they are not. ManipulationC involves a choice underuncertainty,in which nature
makes a choice, but the probabilityis not revealed. ManipulationE is similarly
designed, except that a humanmakes the choice ratherthan nature,but also with
an unknown probability.If subjects did not take their counterpartinto account
these two manipulationsare identical. The response times indicate that subjects
spendmuch more time consideringmanipulationE. However,manipulationE also
shows much higher positivity, something that is not consistent with the idea that
greater pre-frontal cortex activity is being recorded. Hence, these results are
mixed.
Third, in a simpler task, in which manipulationsA and D look identical,
except for the presence of a human counterpart,we find differences in prefrontalcortex activity.ManipulationD has greaternegativity,which is consistent
with greaterneuronalfiring. However, we are troubledby the fact that a similar
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patterndoes not hold for manipulationE in which a human counterpartmakes
a choice.
Conclusion
The motivationfor this study is the idea that strategicinteractioninvolves a
"reading"of one's counterpartand that this readingmay supportthe kind of "out
of equilibriumstrategies"that experimentalgame theorists often observe in the
lab. This suggests, then, thatthe cognitive processby which people make decisions
in situationsthat involve others should be differentfrom the cognitive process by
which they make (equally complex) decisions that do not involve a counterpart.
One good example of the kind of difference we were looking for is between
nonstrategicdecisions made underuncertaintyand strategicdecisions thatdepend
on the uncertainplay of others.In the former,no "reading"of the otheris possible,
while in the latter such a "reading"may be critical to one's own choice. Our
attempt to identify such differences in the electrical activity of the pre-frontal
cortex producedmixed results. For the type of situationjust describeddifferences
were observed,but for the other situation(the simple decision problemversus the
dominantstrategygame) we found no differences.
It would be unwise, however,to over interpretthese preliminaryresults.There
are a numberof issues that can be improvedin futurework. First, it is clear that
task complexity must be more carefully controlledfor in comparingtasks involving a counterpartwith those that do not. At the very least, we would need to
comparetasksthatgeneratesimilardistributionsof responsetimes andthatpresent
the same amount of informationto subjects. Second, it would be useful to have
more subjects. The extent of between subject variationin this experiment was
greaterthan expected.
Beyond the conclusions of this specific study,we can also offer some general
conclusions about the use of ERP methodology in experimentalgame theory.On
the positive side, the ERP methodology is relativelynoninvasive.Subjectscan be
fitted with the equipment quickly and there is no associated discomfort. The
equipmentis relatively inexpensive and can be used with only modest training.
Unlike PETor fMRI, subjectscan be runratherquickly.Althoughwe ranonly nine
subjects in this pilot test, many ERP studies now use several hundredsubjects.
Also on the positive side is the fact that an enormousamountof datais generated
that allows researchersto cut at underlyingprocesses in many differentways and
with a temporalresolutionthat is much finer than PET or fMRI.
The promise of this particularstudy is that we find evidence that leads us to
think that subjects are approachinggames differently from what game theorists
might predict. If true, this gives us tremendousinsight into the boundaries on
humancognition. We think this holds some promise for betterfocusing our game
theoretic models. We stake out a modest position, however, and we will not be
certainuntil we analyze these data (and others) more completely.
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